REDUCE SHRINKAGE

REDUCE TURNAROUND TIMES

LESS TIED-UP CAPITAL
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EVERYTHING ELSE IS
JUST TRACKING
The core of our product offering is the BOX ID Data
Intelligence Platform. As a cloud service, it is highly
available and makes it possible to manage any
number of load carriers and different data sources.

With BOX ID you protect yourself against the
loss of your valuable load carriers
Loss of load carriers is a common phenomenon.
BOX ID has been proven to prevent the loss of load
carriers by up to 95%. The load carriers are equipped
with a transmitter that regularly sends the current
position of the object to our application. Our devices
can remain autonomous in the field for 5 - 7 years,
depending on the application, and provide:
- Reduction of shrinkage
- No manual search times
- Protection against theft and unauthorized use
- Automatic monitoring of allowed application
areas and process sequences

on average approx.

„Our vision is to seamlessly connect real material flows and
processes digitally with the IT world. We offer our customers
worldwide complete solutions for effective supply chain
management with true end-to-end transparency.“
Dr. Wolfgang Vogl
CEO

BOX ID Analytics
BOX ID Analytics enables comprehensive modeling of tracked load carriers and their circulations.
Containers, racks and other mobile assets can be captured as a digital twin, grouped and filtered as
desired. Hierarchical location structures can be created (e.g. Location > Building > Hall > Zone).
The system offers comprehensive tools to analyze and monitor logistical flows. For this purpose, numerous
reporting functions are available to efficiently track the distribution of assets, their turnaround times and
flows. With these tools, critical process parameters can be monitored automatically.

Device Management

Geofencing

Asset Management

Low Code Automation

Turnaround time analyses

Flow analyses

Book a demo appointment now

Activity analyses across all zones

Inventory across sites

BOX ID Stock Keeping
BOX ID Stock Keeping is specifically designed for asset fleets that are used across many participants.
Examples include glass racks, special load carriers or high-value pallets. The software makes it possible to
automatically track usage by all participants and make it available for optional billing. For this purpose, all
participants in the supply chain can be modeled with logical inventory accounts and the flows can also be
divided into full and empty goods. Postings from the ERP can be taken into account as well as asset
movements generated from sensor data. Permanent inventory monitoring ensures that bottlenecks can
be detected much earlier, before there is a threat of the container supply being cut off.

Inventory monitoring

ERP connection/interface

Book a demo appointment now

We provide solutions for:
Automotive & Suppliers

Machinery & Plant Engineering

Your Advantages:
TRANSPARENCY throughout the supply chain
- Containers and processes become visible
- Monitoring and control of critical processes
and KPIs

Glass / Window / Facade

Trade & Transport

REDUCTION of shrinkage
- Lower replacement costs
- Minimization of delivery losses
INCREASED availability
- Optimized turnaround times
- Faster return of empties
- Reduced container requirements

Food & Beverage Industry

Parcel & Distribution Logistics

Recycling & Construction Industry

Returnable Packaging Logistics

PREVENTION of process disturbances
- Avoid bottlenecks
- Detect misuse and theft
- Monitoring of critical process parameters and
trends
- Identify potential process disturbances at an
early stage
REDUCTION of handling costs
- Reduce manual administrative effort
- Minimize search times
- Process automation
- Automated reporting

About BOX ID:
BOX ID Systems GmbH, founded in Munich in 2018, now has over 100 customers worldwide. We use
advanced technology that creates transparency in the supply chain, monitors performance and helps our
customers design their logistics processes more effectively. Unique algorithms are available for the fused
data from different data sources to automate and optimize the logistics flow. From tracking and
managing assets to our innovation in shipment monitoring, we offer our customers measurable added
value in the relevant areas.
Book a demo appointment now

Contact:
BOX ID Systems GmbH | Lichtenbergstrasse 8, c/o gate | DE-85748 Garching / Munich
+49-(0)89-2190973-60 | info@box-id.com | www.box-id.com

